Changing Fear Avoidance Beliefs, but how?
The Comparison of the Inhibitory Learning Approach vs. The Habituation Approach within Different Therapeutic Instructions for Pain Exposure Treatment
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Theoretical Background

Methods:
#1 & #2
Results Study
of Study#1

Although exposure therapy is effective for treating chronic pain conditions, especially in highly
fear-avoidant patients, an appreciable number of chronic pain patients do not benefit.
Thus, further understanding of the mechanisms of action seems promising to enhance treatment
success and to improve therapeutic instructions.
There are different theories on the underlying mechanisms of action and therefore different
therapeutic instructions:
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Inhibitory learning model[2]:

[1]:

Exposure leads to establishment of
a novel non-threat association,
while the former threat-association
stays intact.

Exposure leads to modification of
pathological elements in the
underlying fear structure.

multivariate effect of the therapeutic instruction on pain-related outcomes with significant
between group differences for pain tolerance (F [2,100] = 4.162, p < .05) and cognitive coping
(F [2,100] = 6.543, p < .01).
habituation



multivariate effect of the therapeutic instruction on the skin conductance response with a
significant between group differences for Initial Fear Activation (F [2, 95] = 4.362; p < .05) and
Between-Session Habituation (F [2, 95] = 5.773, p < .01).
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Therapeutic strategy:
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focusing on fear reduction

strengthening the novel association
by maximally contradict the
patient‘s negative expectations

(during one session and between
several sessions)
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pain tolerance

Both therapeutic instructions were superior over the control instruction.
Our results point towards a superiority of using a therapeutic instruction targeting at expectation
violation over habituation in the context of exposure therapy in pain conditions.
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Between-Session Habituation

In contrast to the predictions of the habituation model, treatment outcome was not mediated by
physiological changes.
Physiological changes might be better explained by the predictions of the inhibitory learning
model.

Conducted Changes & Preliminary Results of Study#2

 Modification # 2: complement by a 1 week follow up

 Modification # 4: individual number of training session (4≤ sessions ≤ 10) until a criterion was
reached (habituation group: (reduction of the tension/anxiety by half vs. expectation violation:
reduction of the expected likelihood of the occurrence of a negative outcome by half)
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 Modification # 3: mood ratings (pre-& post heat application)
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 Modification # 1: omission of the control instruction

Methods
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Aim # 1: Evaluation of different therapeutic instructions for exposure
based-treatments
 targeting either habituation or expectation violation
Aim # 2: Testing theoretical assumptions on mechanisms of action
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 Significant group difference in required training session to reach the criterion:
habituation: M=5.3 (SD=2.6) vs. expectation violation: M=3.5 (SD=1.7) (t(100)=20.37, p < .001)
 multivariate effect of the therapeutic instruction on pain-related outcomes with significant between
group differences for pain tolerance at T1 (F [4,102] = 6.84, p < .001) and at the follow-up (F [4,102] =
5.56, p < .001) favoring habituation.

Discussion

Study#1: 3 sessions
Study#2: 4 ≤ sessions ≤ 10
Induction of threat
manipulation
x-1 week




Manipulation check
Time x

X+1 week

3x2 design: between-group factor: therapeutic instruction
(EG1: habituation, EG2: expectation violation; CG: newspaper
article); within-subjects factor: pre-post

Mood/expectation ratings VAS)
heat application
perceived pain



subjects: healthy females: Study#1(N=106) & Study#2(N=102)



stimuli: heat stimulation 32- 52°(Thermal Sensory Analyzer)



outcome measures: pain-related questionnaires; pain
tolerance; physiological measures (skin conductance
response, heartrate)

 Our findings challenge the role of indices proposed by the habituation model and habituation as a crucial mechanism of action.
 Furthermore, our results provide support for the suggestion that fear tolerance rather than habituation might be beneficial for the processing of learning during exposure therapy.
 Based on findings of study #1, expectancy violation seems promising for optimizing treatment of chronic pain as well.
 Based on preliminary findings of study #2 the therapeutic instruction targeting expectation violation led to faster success. However, in the end, individuals that followed the
therapeutic instruction targeting habituation reached higher pain tolerances.

pain tolerance
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